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Industry Insights
Where Software Leads,
Services Will Follow 
BY MARK L ILLYCROP

You have probably noticed that hard-
ware suppliers really are not doing

very well at the moment. In fact, the latest
edition of the Xephon 40 analysis (our
on-going financial tracker of the 40 hard-
ware, software, networking and service
companies that are most important to our
customers) points out that all but one of the
hardware manufacturers on our list made
less money during the latest quarter of this
year than in the corresponding quarter of
2000. See Figure 1. No surprises there: We
are, after all, in the throes of a recession, as
the economists keep on telling us.

So, has anyone been making more
money? Actually, most of the software
suppliers in the Xephon 40 analysis have
had a good quarter, while all but one of
the service companies on the list achieved
higher revenues than this same quarter
last year.

Of course, it is often hard to classify IT
suppliers as hardware, software, network
or service providers, as most are valiant-
ly attempting to cover all the bases.
Nevertheless, most vendors sell more of
one commodity than another does, and
we tend to categorize them by their core
business.

That assumption brings me to another
important revelation from the latest Xephon
40 study: IBM, once the largest hardware
vendor on our list, is now officially a ser-
vice provider. Its latest results show that,
for the first time, services contributed more
to the Big Blue coffers than hardware —
some $90 million dollars more. (In case you
are wondering, IBM is that one service
company mentioned previously that did
not quite achieve an improved second
quarter.) This happened because poor
hardware figures dragged down results in
its service business.

This is no doubt music to the ears of
IBM’s reformist Chairman, Lou Gerstner,
who predicted eons ago that keeping the
company in one piece, and shifting the
marketing focus away from systems and
towards services, would help it to weath-
er any industry storm that might come
along. What is no doubt making Gerstner
feel particularly smug at this moment is
that, while many of his competitors are
following the same path and reciting the
service mantra, IBM’s Global Services
organization has a considerable head
start. More to the point, the company has
learned how to harness its vast hardware,
software and networking resources to
support those services.

The ability to make hardware and particu-
larly software work together with services is
critical, because software really makes the
money for the company. Services offer
attractive revenue growth for vendors, but
they are not particularly profitable. Now, that
might be difficult to believe for those in the
large enterprise: If you are currently paying
an arm and a leg for a team of consultants to
configure your ERP applications or string
together your system management frame-
work, you will understandably assume that
services are a real money-spinner for suppli-
ers. Not so: Whatever margin consultants
and outsourcing suppliers work on, that
margin remains more or less constant, as the
costs and overhead increase in line with
revenue. Service suppliers per se can only
make more money by growing and attempt-
ing to achieve greater economies of scale.

Software, by contrast, is hugely profitable,
as the on-going costs (after development)
are negligible. Software also tends to be
strategic: The vendor that controls the
operating systems, databases, and office
software on which the organization runs is

in a very powerful position to exert influ-
ence in the board-room and guarantee
future business for itself. This, by the way,
underlines the struggle that HP and
Compaq (both Xephon 40 companies) now
face as they aim to consolidate their
respective infrastructures and look for new
business. In pure revenue terms they may
now be on a par with IBM, but they will
need to quickly move away from their
hardware-centric focus and put software
and services in the driving seat.

Therefore, as the industry drives headlong
into services, two things have to happen.
Either service vendors will need to contin-
ue growing (through acquisition or by
aggressively pursuing new business), or
they need to use software to get their foot
in the customer’s door and increase prof-
its.

Well, IBM is currently doing both, and is
providing us with an excellent illustration
of this phenomenon. The company is plow-
ing considerable resources into grid com-
puting (clusters of large servers connected
via the Internet, which can share applica-
tions, data and compute power in the same
way that national power grids reallocate
resources according to need). Although
much of the groundwork has taken place in
the U.S., IBM’s most recent coup is the so-
called U.K. National Grid, a project coordi-
nated by the U.K. Office of Science and
Technology, and based on eight regional uni-
versity centers.

The focus of this network (and of other
grid projects) is primarily scientific at present:
using the number-crunching capabilities of
these huge Internet-based clusters to test
the bounds of scalability. IBM’s initial
interest is in providing both the servers and
storage, and the advanced system manage-
ment software to make the servers work
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together. As a leading proponent of large-
scale Linux and a driver of the Globus pro-
ject open source community, which pro-
vides the protocols for building the grid,
IBM is probably unique in its ability to pro-
vide this technology. However, we also
know that national grids, in the long-term,
offer massive potential for “e-sourcing.”
They may be purely scientific today, but
further down the road, they will offer an
ideal infrastructure for commodity-style “IT
on tap” services for smaller enterprises.
Moreover, IBM is positioning itself to
exploit just such opportunities when the
technology matures.

This scenario shows software and services
working together ... and on a grand scale.
How many other vendors are ready to take a
piece of the action?

Questions or comments? Please email
editor@naspa.com.

Mark Lillycrop is director of research at
Xephon, and can be contacted via email at
markl@xephon.com.

FIGURE 1: “XEPHON 40” (WELL, 38 TO BE PRECISE)


